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Subject: Recap!
Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 4:53 PM!
From: Greg Gilligan <greggilligan@optimum.net>!
To: Jon Gartenberg <jon@gartenbergmedia.com>!
!
Jon,!
!
    Thank you for the opportunity to work with you. I thoroughly enjoyed !
The Joan Davis project and I hope that we get to work together again. !
I'm listing below some recap points.!
!
We recovered picture and track negatives for all 98 episodes. I believe !
all 3 reels of track neg for show 81 Milkman Cometh were severly damaged !
and are in the Ft Lee nitrate vault and you and I examined them. This is !
also the case for track neg R2 of New House episode 54-1. However, we do !
have 35/32 sound track negatives for both these episodes that we can !
utilize.!
!
I believe we have 56(fifty six)  35mm Fine Grain Positives that were !
matched against 35mm pix negs with the exception of a few episodes where !
I needed to use 16mm prints to verify.You will see this in the folder I !
send listed as Fine Grain and also Matches. There are also 9(nine) boxes !
of Fine Grain Positive with short reels.( IMJ 153 - 161)!
!
There are 9 (nine) 35mm composite prints which are pretty much all in !
pristine condition(Dreams,Moosehead,Birthday,Memories,Joan !
Babysits,Crime Panel,Curiosity,Draftboard,Hunting) There are also !
4(four) 35mm x 3000' prts that were very heavily scratched(Home Movies, !
Lady and the Prizefighter, Brads Class Reunion, Pop Retires)!
!
There are 38(thirty eight) 35/32 sound track negatives that match !
against 38(thirty eight) 16mm pix negatives.There is one additional 16mm !
pix neg of Jailbird epsisode 54-26 that does NOT have a matching 35/32 !
sound trk neg.!
!
There are 21(twenty one) Bonded BC #s from the pull sheets that are not !
circled, but they may have fallen off boxes or I just got too involved !
at one point to circle them. There were 31(thirty one) barcodes listed !
as cartons dumped and contents moved to table at the end of the project, !
so some might be there.!
!
There are 18(eighteen) 16mm composite prts in cans or cases on 2 boxes !
(IMJ 164 + 165) that have film dates listed and airdates. The quality of !
most of these prints is suspect as I believe they were bicycled heavily !
around the country.!
!
There are 35(thirty five) 16mm prints on reels only with no cases ( IMJ !
166 + 167) and the quality again is suspect.!
!
There are 31(thirty one) 16mm prints on reels only that could NOT be !
identified ( IMJ 168 + 169) as leaders were torn off.!
!
Of course you will have some questions. I have labled everything in the !
Gartenberg folder as carefully as possible. Thank you again and I look !
forward to viewing some episodes of "I Married Joan"!
!
Best Regards!
Greg!
!


